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Executive Summary
In computing science terms, requirements management remains an immature discipline. While best practices surrounding the requirements management process and tooling continue to advance, there is tremendous opportunity for organizations to tighten up
their product development process through greater maturity of the requirements management discipline.
Failure to properly define and manage requirements is often at the root of software project and product failure. It is a business reality
that customers and management rarely know, or can describe in exact terms what they want at the end of the day. And too often,
these same business sponsors will change their mind midstream – causing requirements to change. The impact of change even early
in the project causes a downstream ripple effect, impacting project schedules, deadlines, delivery dates, and staffing commitments.
The ultimate goal of requirements management is, at the end of the day, to ensure that the final product meets the needs of the business. While this seems like a simple task, the process of articulating business needs or specifications especially for complex products
or software applications is immensely difficult, and requires significant elicitation and communications expertise and advanced technologies to absorb, and manage detailed requirements and groups of requirements through to successful product/project delivery.
Organizations are individual in their approach to requirements management. Some companies and teams continue to rely upon
manual processes – opting for a simple, tool-free approach that costs nothing and presents no learning curve. Others, such as a
software development team who have embraced an agile development process, such as SCRUM and XP, demand a more fluid and
transparent requirements process and lightweight tools that allow for iteration and frequent change. And finally, there are organizations with complex product development processes or in regulated industries that need a highly formalized and rigid requirements
process and significant tooling support.
In this paper, Polarion Software, first mover in the market with an innovative Web 2.0 solution for requirements management, will reveal new ways to improve your requirements process – regardless of your starting point or requirements process. In the first section,
the paper will define the requirements process and outline the various capture methods available today. Next, we’ll look at the pros
and cons of various common approaches used by organizations today to manage requirements, from the simplest manual process, to
agile processes used in software development organizations, through to the most formal requirements process – and in each case,
outline ways Polarion Requirements can be leveraged to better each process method. Finally, for organizations that are approaching
the requirements discipline for the first time, or who have a requirements process that is in-between the processes we’ve described
– not too agile or not formal, we will share some recommended best practices for requirements management we have cultivated
through our own experience and gathered by listening to our 500.000+ users in developing software that can be enabled with Polarion Requirements and implemented within any organization.
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Requirements Management Defined
Requirements management is formally defined in computing terms as the process for eliciting, documenting, analyzing, prioritizing
and agreeing upon requirements, complemented by the control and communication of change to requirements through the project
lifespan. Let’s expand on that definition, but first taking a look at the various requirements formats and capture methods used by
organizations today. Then we’ll take a closer look at the various phases of the requirements lifecycle.

Requirements Formats
Requirements can take many forms, from the most simple to extremely complex, depending on the business, the industry within which
the business operates and the complexity of the product under development. Frequently, requirements are expressed in the form of
a single statement. An example of single might be found in a user requirement that says “the car must burn less than 31 liters of
fuel per 100 kilometers, “or a system requirement that indicates “the processor should be at least 3 MIPs”.
Sometimes, requirements can be embodied in a set of statements that provide a more expanded amount of detail into the development of a system. An example of a set of requirements might be scorecard that outlines pre-conditions, post-conditions, rationale,
description, originator, fit criteria and prioritization.
A requirement may take the form of a prototype, such as a user interface prototype, a physical prototype (such as in the case
of a hardware device) or a design prototype. Or it may be expressed in the form of a UML, SysML, entity/relationship model or a
drawing.
And the final and most detailed form of requirement is a specification, which is a much larger document that outlines the intended
behavior of the system or product, including use cases outlining detailed functional requirements, non-functional requirements such
as quality standards or design constraints, as well as diagrams, pictures, operational scenarios and any other detail that provides
elaboration on the product to be developed.
Whether contained within a single line statement, or part of a large, elaborate specification, requirements should be “good” as defined
by the following criteria: complete, correct, feasible, necessary, prioritized, unambiguous and verifiable.

Requirement Capture Methods
The format of requirements is one consideration in the early requirements process. The other consideration is the method for capturing the requirement. While expression of requirements in various forms is often pegged to the culture of operation of the business,
and the industry in which the business works, the chosen requirements capture method has much more to do with the relative maturity of the organization – and recall if you will, requirements management is still a very immature and poorly understood discipline
outside of a few highly technical industries.
The vast majority of organizations today still use static Word documents or Excel spreadsheets to capture and manage user and system
requirements, for the simple reason that the tool is ubiquitous and easy to use. Smaller organizations with shallow pockets will also use
Word documents as a capture mechanism due to a lack of resources and ability to invest in more purpose-built Requirements Management tools. However, for larger projects, where there are multiple stakeholders, long ranging projects spanning months or even years,

Amount of requirements

and where there is much iteration of requirements, this static format can falter and be inefficient.

Time

Figure 1 - Word & Excel requirements capturing
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Phases of the Requirements Lifecycle
There are several ways in breaking down the requirements management process. The most widely recognized stages include:

Elicitation
In the elicitation phase, requirements are gathered through various means, including questionnaires, interviews, brainstorming, workshops such as joint application development (JAD) sessions, user observation, mining of a customer support, feedback or issues
management system. Requirements elicitation is highly subjective, and tricky to do right. As noted earlier in this paper, business
stakeholders and customers rarely can accurately articulate their needs in order to accurately define a complete set of requirements
from the outset.

Discussion
Because elicitation can be a subjective and imprecise stage in the process, requirements gathered through elicitation are then further
refined by stakeholders in the process, an approach that may include further technical research, research on the competitive marketplace, as well as scoring, correlation and weighting requirements to assist in prioritizing and sequencing.

Approval
In the approval phase, some organizations generate a requirements approval document which is circulated or conveyed via workflow
to stakeholders for approval, agreement and sign off. This approval by stakeholders is a critical gate to the initiation of work. At this
stage, everyone agrees that the requirements are aligned to business need, and will yield the desired product.

Verification
Verification early in the development process is critical, to ensure that solution design matches the requirements and the business
need. Verification can be performed through a questionnaire, walkthroughs, or various forms of testing.
Verification against requirements is a stage in the requirements process that can be directly tied to cost savings – corrections to faulty
requirements early in the development process can significantly reduce testing costs at later stages, and costs exponentially less in
terms of resources and time. Depending on the product in question (i.e. medical device, or automotive vehicle) proper verification of
requirements can actually contribute to human health and safety, by reducing risk due to mechanical or software error.

Acceptance
Defined acceptance criteria are a measure used by organizations to ensure that the final project or product meets the requirements
of the business, stakeholders and customers. A requirements acceptance procedure and associated documents can form the initial
baseline for a specific release. The definition and measure of acceptance criteria is a fairly sophisticated step in the requirements
process that lowers the risk of rejection by the customer. In the acceptance phase, the customer uses these acceptance criteria to
either accept, or reject the product.

Change
Products and needs evolve, and so do their requirements. Change to requirements may arise mid-stream during a project’s evolution,
or after the release – in either situation, an organization must be equipped and able to manage, track and communicate change to
requirements under any condition.
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Many Requirements Processes, Many Opportunities
for Improvement
With the requirements lifecycle defined and its formats and capture methods outlined, let’s now take a look at a few of the ways organizations approach requirements management today. Depending on an organization’s needs, the requirements management process
can range from the most simple and rudimentary, to extremely formalized. We’ll also look at ways that Polarion Requirements can be
used to enhance and improve each method of working.

The Manual Requirements Process
For many organizations, the requirements management process continues to be a manual process. The elicitation process is not
tool enabled; and is handled through face to face discussions, workshops and meetings. The capture mechanism is typically a Word
document, Excel spreadsheet or PowerPoint presentation, sometimes backed by a UML model. In rare circumstances, a Mind Map
will be used as the capture method. The discussion stage is handled through direct interaction over the document through meetings;
or the document is circulated to stakeholders via email, and comments are gathered through these virtual interactions, using the track
changes feature in Word, or by saving comments conveyed in the email messages. This discussion stage is followed by the approval
stage, where the document is considered ‘frozen’ – in other words, is printed and signed. In the verification stage of a manual requirements process, the development manager relies upon the approved requirements document, and the development team begins
design work on the product. At the acceptance stage, the user/stakeholder examines the product and confirms it meets expectations
against the requirements document. If a change is required, a new version of the document is created, and the development manager
engages in a cost/benefit analysis on proceeding with the recommended changes.

Figure 2 - The ‘frozen’ document

Manual Process Pros and Cons
Pros

Cons

t Lends itself well to small teams or organizations

t Effective only in the smallest of organizations and simplest

t No tool investment

of processes

t Low cost – no licensing, maintenance, implementation
or installation costs

t Risky, confusing and complex
t Manual versioning, multiple documents

t No tools to learn

t No ability to perform impact analysis on change

t Minimal to no training requirement

t No knowledge sharing
t No ability to reuse individual or groups of requirements –
only documents
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Manual Requirements Management the Better Way – With Polarion Requirements
Polarion Software offer a revolutionary, and simple way to uplift and improve the manual requirements process, allowing organizations
the ability to gain greater control over their Requirements Management efforts, but at a minimal cost, and at a small expense of effort.
Here are a few simple steps you can follow to enhance your manual process with Polarion Requirements:
t Capture requirements in a Word document or Excel spreadsheet
format. Then using Polarion Requirements, documents are simply
transformed into living entity with Polarion LiveDocs™ technology.
t Check the LiveDocs document into the repository.
t Using Word’s hierarchical heading structure and heading tags,
identify requirements individually as distinct requirement artifacts,
and manage within the system accordingly.
t Facilitate collaboration among far-flung team members. External
contractors and customers, and development team members from
around the world use LiveDocs to collaborate in real time to craft
requirements online. Simply by using a Web browser, team members can easily edit a requirements document – just as simply as

Subversion

editing a document on the desktop. Everyone’s edits are revealed
in real time, and are automatically maintained them in a requirements structure called a module that also preserves sorting.
Polarion’s LiveDocs™ features allows teams previously hampered by
the constraints of manual process to access advanced Requirements
Management capabilities such as traceability, suspect link checking,
and harness workflow enabled processes to drive and control team
behaviors and actions. LiveDocs also enables better and more sophisticated change control, allowing changes to requirement within the repository to be synchronized with their parent document, and vice versa.
Figure 3 - Polarion LiveDocs™ technology

Six Ways Polarion Requirements Benefits the Manual Requirements Process
1. Teams collaborate better
2. Discussions and approvals are fully tracked
3. Requirements are versioned and never lost
4. Requirements are accessible via a Web-based browser
5. Requirements can be queried and searched
6. Requirements can be shared and reused
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The Agile Requirements Process
More and more development teams now embrace agile methodologies to enable more dynamic and accelerated project schedules.
Agile methodologies such as XP and SCRUM acknowledge that business now moves at a fast past, and that change occurs frequently
and out of necessity in a changing competitive landscape. To that end, organizations have also evolved their requirements management processes – away from a waterfall approach, where requirements are developed up front and handed off to development to a
more agile requirements process that is more tolerant and adaptive to constant change.
An agile requirements process looks like this. First and foremost, elicitation, the initial phase of the requirements process, is not a
separate and distinct phase covered by the Agile methodology. Rather, Agile assumes that the customer/end user is an active team
member, who contributes to the discussion at every phase.
Discussion around requirements occurs during Agile meetings, possibly with Wiki support to facilitate discussion on complex designs
and specifications. In the approval stage, user stories are created and assigned to developers on the team. In the verification stage
of the process, the same developers present their designs, and explain the implementation of the user stories. During the acceptance phase, stakeholders and users check the product, but likely lack awareness of the existence of other user stories. If change
is required, early user stories are simply discarded and forgotten. New user stories are created to correct behaviors and operations
within the product.

Agile Process Pros and Cons
Pros

Cons

t Only a small tool investment required – open source or in- t Applicable only to a software development project
expensive defect/change tracking tools will suffice
t Low process overhead

t Poor process visibility
t Stakeholder interaction is difficult – stakeholders must re-

t Developer-friendly

main in constant contact with development to remain up to

t Easily absorbs change

date
t Change triggers a new development path
t No knowledge-sharing

A Better Way – Polarion Requirements + Agile = A More Dynamic Requirements Process
Polarion Requirements can dramatically improve the agile requirements process, enabling more effective collaboration between team
members and remove/removed stakeholders, and facilitating reuse of knowledge. Here’s how:
t In the discussion phase, team members can use the Polarion Requirements Wiki to capture and draft discussion notes, and
document meeting minutes. The Wiki format allows freeform discussion to flow among team members, and invites collaboration
and idea sharing.
t The Polarion Requirements Wiki then feeds the creation of user stories, and manages the lifecycle of each user story.
t Every stakeholder – even those remote or removed from the team, can participate and is given visibility into the ever-changing
process through Polarion, which provides complete traceability over discussion threads and project progress against key milestones.
t Polarion’s seamlessly integrated Wiki and issue management support allows for the Wiki to serve as the root and focal point for
change tracking allowing user stories to naturally evolve, but in a managed way with full traceability and control.
t Preserve and track the complete lifecycle of a user story over time, to leverage knowledge and reuse for future projects, contributing to overall team efficiency, productivity, and cost control.
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Wiki page
Requirement 1

v3

Requirement 2

v2

Manager

Requirement 1

v3

Requirement 2

v2

Figure 4 - The ever-changing process through Polarion provides complete traceability and visibility

Requirements
Engineer

Requirements
Engineer

Seven Ways Polarion Requirements Benefits the Agile Requirements Process
1. All stakeholders are involved, including remote users
2. There is complete traceability over discussions
3. There is complete visibility over the project’s progress available to all
4. Costs remain low as there is a minimal need for tooling (open source or low-cost issue/defect tracking)
5. Tool investments can be leverages for both issue tracking and user story tracking
6. Change can be tracked and managed
7. There is full knowledge capture so future projects can reuse user stories and implementation experiences

The Formal Requirements Process
The formal requirements process evolved first in industries such as the military, aerospace and automotive sectors where organizations are subject to strict regulatory compliance and to external quality pressures. Projects are typically large in scale, and span longer
time periods – months to years, involve large teams of staff (tens of hundreds of engineers, software developers, project management
experts, stakeholders) and the products under development frequently have software and hardware components that must move
forward in parallel.
The product development process here is typically quite linear (Waterfall) in nature. Requirements are elicited by requirements engineers in a formalized way – using an established methodology for specifying requirements such as Volere. Information is captured
through JAD sessions, meetings, interviews, and questionnaires, involving multiple stakeholders and external partners and gathered
through elicitation and is captured in meeting minutes, and then copied onto individual cards or recorded into a requirements management system. Requirements analysts may also leverage requirements elicitation tools, modeling tools such as UML diagrams, block/
ball/comic diagrams, mash ups, mind maps, technical diagrams and schemas to round out a picture of the system being designed.
Change to requirements within specification documents can be difficult to manage, especially when they occur at a fast rate or in
high volumes.
Due to the size and scope of the team and stakeholders involved, and due to storage methods for requirements – which provide
limited to transparency for stakeholders, discussion in a formal requirements process is nearly impossible to achieve outside of formal
meetings. Ad hoc feedback into the process is very difficult to capture and manage.
The approval phase in the formal requirements management process is handled through the generation of a requirements document
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that can easily run to 100s of pages in length. This document may be generated by hand, or exported from the legacy requirements
tool, and then circulated via email to team members and stakeholders, who will review the document and either accept it, or refuse it.
Accepted and refused versions of the document are returned to the requirements engineer, who is burdened with sifting through the
various versions, reviewing comments, and piecing together any requests for change. This manual effort is painful, time consuming,
and prone to error, as it is easy to miss changes, or improperly reconcile the required edits. The next edition of the document is created to fold in all feedback, sent out to the troops for comment, and the painful review cycle begins again.
Verification in a formal requirements process can be performed through a questionnaire, detailed inspection or walkthroughs, or
various forms of testing driven by a separate and dedicated team, who may also play a hand in the creation of acceptance criteria.
It is in the acceptance phase of the formal requirements process that the customer finally has an opportunity to participate. The client, who was locked out of discussion, and had no ability or access to review requirements in the system, now has an opportunity to
inspect the near final product. And more often than not – is dissatisfied with the result. Change is demanded, but as the product is
essentially all but complete at this stage, change also requires the launch of a new project. Change midstream in this formal requirements process is almost completely unthinkable – and if change is introduced, or new requirements added, it is impossible to assess
the impact of change on the project’s timeline, costs or resourcing.

Formal Process Pros and Cons
Pros

Cons

t Well suited to highly regulated industries, projects with ex- t Heavy weight and overbearing for smaller organizations and
ternal quality or safety pressures, and large projects where
a high degree of control over information is needed
t Supported by established methodologies, tooling, and templates for elicitation, verification, and approval

teams
t Ad hoc or informal communication within this process is
challenging and difficult to track across widespread team
members
t Change comes from multiple sources, may conflict, and is
painful and time consuming to merge
t Risk of customer dissatisfaction with the final product is
high

A Better Way – Polarion Requirements and the Formal Requirements Process
Polarion Requirements can be an instrumental boon for organizations that must follow a formal requirements management process.
Polarion’s unique Web-based collaborative model can overlay a formal Requirements Management process and fix many of the communication and collaboration problems that bog down each phase of the requirements lifecycle and directly contribute to project
delays, cost over runs and failed products. Here’s how Polarion Requirements can improve a formal requirements process:

t In the elicitation phase, use Polarion Requirements to transform what today is a static and non-collaborative process into one that
is dynamic, and participative.
t Information and requirements elicited from users by requirements engineers and contained in Word documents, Wiki discussion
threads, text files or UML models become dynamic web-based entities via Polarion LiveDocs™, and can be easily shared among
geographically distributed team members, partners and stakeholders.
t Enable large distributed organizations to collaborate faster and with greater ease, through the overlay of Polarion’s Web-based
Wiki and discussion threads – with direct hyperlinks to underlying requirements.
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t Completely track all changes to requirements documents and maintain a granular version and history of requirements and entire
requirements documents with automatically generated links to tasks, diagrams, Wiki articles, discussion threads, source code,
and other development artifacts.
t Use Polarion to build a repository of process knowledge for your team, providing you with one centralized place where states,
constraints, business rules, and metrics can reside.

Seven Ways Polarion Requirements Benefits the Formal Requirements Process
1. Increase visibility into complex and highly formalized processes for stakeholders, executives, auditors, and partners.
2. Facilitate discussion and collaboration among large, distributed teams
3. Construct process knowledge within the tool, to accelerate process maturity without the need for training
4. Reduce misunderstandings and improve clarity- build the right product
5. Record and archive all artifacts related to requirements – including prototypes, models, and mashups
6. Maintain a full history of requirements and requirements documents over time
7. Out of the box change management and impact analysis to understand the ripple effect of change on timelines, schedules, costs
and resourcing

Managing Requirements Your Way with Polarion
Are you unsure of which process is right for your organization? Is manual process a non-starter? Is an Agile process to light, and a
formal process too heavy? With Polarion, you can be free to design your own best practices for requirements management, and adopt
a mid-way balance that may be the right fit for your organization.
This is in fact the path we have taken with our own organization. With hundreds of stakeholders and half a million users, and a reputation for excellence to uphold, we take our requirements management process very seriously at Polarion, and have designed a method
that feels light and is easy to use, yet is secure, traceable, and cost effective. Let’s take a walk through some of the ways you can
use Polarion to create a requirements process for your organization:
t Use Polarion’s Wiki in the elicitation phase to write up your
thoughts in Wiki articles with links to ideas, mashups, meeting minutes – basically any piece of information that might
help to round out your thinking and provide a clearer picture
of the product under development. Quickly and easily circulate information to stakeholders, inviting them to participate
and comment, adding their own thoughts to the process, as
well as links to their own information sources.
t Use Polarion’s Wiki history to thoroughly track changes to
articles and comments.
t Extract formal requirements from these informal discussions, by highlighting the discussions you want included,
and clicking on the tool’s extract requirement button.

Figure 5 - Fully Integrated Wiki

t Organize and group formal requirements into modules
backed by explanatory wiki content, embedded acceptance
criteria, and prioritization information.
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t If you choose, start your elicitation process by reusing requirements from Polarion’s requirements library. This approach can be very valuable for organizations that must include requirements for regulatory compliance or have safety
constraints that must be addressed in every product. And
if you do reuse requirements from the library and the initial
requirements change, you can be automatically informed
of any updates, and with one click, transfer these changes
over to your project.
t Use Polarion to define test cases as requirements are developed, and use powerful workflow to establish testing constraints on a requirement and to link requirements to test

Figure 6 - Web-based Collaborative Requirements

cases and plans.

Polarion Requirements can enable a very active discussion process, with broad participation from team members and stakeholders. In particular, you can establish permissions for stakeholders that allow them to monitor specific requirements where
they have an interest. Polarion’s powerful workflow will email
these stakeholders when the requirements change. Polarion
also allows stakeholders to post and respond to comments in
order to participate more actively in the requirements change
process. For individuals who like the ability to hold a document

Figure 7 - Revolutionary Requirements Content Management

in their hands, Polarion Requirements allows you to easily export
requirements or selected requirements into a Word document
for paper-based circulation. And if the reader has comments to
share, they can use Polarion’s LiveDocs™ feature to submit content by simply uploading the changed document, then observe as
the comments percolate through the project, and workflow takes
over kicking off updates and notifications to stakeholders.
The Polarion requirements process allows for a more dynamic
requirements approval process than available in other more formal “waterfall-like” processes. Approvals can be handled incrementally, as requirements are discussed, refined, changed and
discussed again. For organizations that prefer or require a more
formal requirements process, Polarion’s workflow can set a requirement’s approval stage to “awaiting approval.” For organizations with more agile methods, new stakeholders can be invited

Figure 8 - Full History

to participate in the process without permanently altering the es-
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tablished workflow. Polarion can easily break apart requirements for individual approval, or a URL pointer to the entire document can
be sent to a stakeholder for approval. This allows the stakeholder to access the requirement(s) in one click through a Web browser,
approving and commenting on requirements as they appear directly on the screen. Should a requirement fail to pass the verification
stage, it can be easily reopened as a task for developers, and development team members are immediately notified via Polarion’s
email-based workflow that the requirement has been reassigned for additional work.
Polarion’s verification stage actively involves QA professionals such as testers into the requirements process, giving them all the information and context they need to ensure the product meets the needs of the business. Polarion directly links requirements to artifacts
such as wiki discussions, mashups, UML diagrams and other background details gathered during the earlier phases of the process,
as well as any test plans or test cases that have been created alongside requirements.
The transparency afforded stakeholders in the Polarion requirements process completely facilitates approval. As stakeholders are
given the opportunity to participate at each stage, comment on change, and have total visibility into the impact of change, the final
deliverable should come as no surprise and meet the expectations of the business.
Unlike formal requirements processes, where change is very difficult to absorb, and often comes too late in the game, change is
a natural part of the Polarion requirements process and can be completely tracked and versioned. When changes are made to a
requirement or to a requirements document, Polarion also offers powerful impact analysis capabilities so that team members and
stakeholders have a clear understanding of the ripple effect of change across project schedules, timelines, costs and resourcing.
Team members are immediately notified of approved changes, and understand the risk/benefit, schedule and cost impacts.

Four Reasons to Try Polarion Requirements
1. It is easy to use – you don’t need to be an expert in requirements engineering to try and use this tool. Stakeholders never have
to leave their familiar environments and can continue to use Word, Excel, and email, and can connect to requirements through a
Web browser. There’s nothing to install, no learning curve, no expensive, time-consuming training
2. It encourages collaboration – stakeholders are encouraged to participate in using Polarion Requirements. There is no need to sit
on the sidelines. Discussion is Web-based, interactive and crosses team, geographic and time zone boundaries with ease. And
team members can participate, but are freed from nasty administrative tasks. The tool takes over the storage of artifacts, governs
the process, tracks changes and assesses the impact of change downstream – allowing team members to focus on developing
great software, hardware and products.
3. It is effective –Polarion Requirements is geared to success. By taking the mystery and guesswork out of the requirements process, teams will build better products the first time. Beside this requirements will be always archived and versioned in a safe
setting ready to be searched, referred and reused.
4. It is affordable – In an economy where budgets are tight and resources are scarce, Polarion Requirements offers the lowest
total cost of ownership on the market today, offers users the fastest learning curve, and organizations the fastest adoption rate
– translating in a short time to value.
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To Wrap Up
Organizations range in their respective process maturity and in their approach to requirements management today. Many companies
still rely on manual process, others in the software development sector are moving to agile, and others remain married to a rigid,
formal approach to requirements management due to regulatory compliance pressures or external safety requirements. In this paper
we took a look at each of these processes and showed how a tool such as Polarion Requirements could be affordable and easily
added to better that existing process.
By enabling your requirements process with Polarion, you will immediately mature your process, boost your productivity, and cut
costs. And as time goes on, and your familiarity with the tool and its power grows, you’ll very likely look for additional ways to leverage
Polarion’s workflow, change management and broader application lifecycle capabilities to build product faster, better and cheaper and
achieve greater business advantage.
Manual

Agile

Formal

Managing Requirements
Your Way with with Polarion
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About Polarion Software
Polarion Software is a privately held Zurich based company operating globally with offices in Europe (Germany, UK, Switzerland and
Czech Republic) and North America (Cary NC, San Francisco CA, Boston MA, Waterloo ON) and partners in Europe, South America
and Asia–Pacific. The company hit the market with their Software Application Lifecycle Management solution in spring of 2005. Our
success is best described by the hundreds of Fortune 1000 customers and over 500,000 of users who rely daily on Polarion ALM,
Polarion Requirements, and Polarion Track & Wiki software products.

Polarion Requirements in a nutshell

Polarion® REQUIREMENTS™
The first web based Requirements Management Solution
t Better requirements elicitation, collaboration and maintenance
t Lowest Cost of Ownership in the market
t Easy as Microsoft Office® with the power of Web 2.0 technology

The first major innovation in enterprise level Requirements Management solutions
in over decade. Delivering extensive Traceablility, this product also covers Team
Collaboration/Communication, Bug/Issue Tracking, Reporting, and more. Your
(seamless) upward mobility path would be to Polarion ALM.

Europe, Middle-East, Africa: Polarion Software GmbH
Lautlinger Weg 3 — 70567 Stuttgart, GERMANY
Tel +49 711 489 9969 - 0
Fax +49 711 489 9969
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www.polarion.com

Americas & Asia-Pacific: Polarion Software, Inc.
406 Tideway Dr. Alameda, CA 94501, USA
Tel +1 877 572 4005 (Toll free)
Fax +1 510 814 9983
www.polarion.com - info@polarion.com
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